AGENDA
TOURISM ADIVSORY COMMITTEE
3:30 PM THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 1, 2022 –REGULAR MEETING
VIRTUAL & IN COUNCIL CHAMBER, 1644 OAK STREET, SOLVANG, CA 93463
Committee Members:
Max Hanberg, Vice Chair
Tracy Beard
Alexander Grenier
Kim Jensen
John Martino
AGENDA AND SUPPORTING MATERIALS - Copies of staff reports and supporting documentation pertaining to
each item on this agenda are available for public viewing and inspection at City Hall, 1644 Oak Street, Solvang,
during regular business hours, and on the City’s website www.cityofsolvang.com
AGENDA POSTING NOTIFICATION - If you would like to receive notification of the agenda availability, please
subscribe to our “Notify Me” list at: https://www.cityofsolvang.com/List.aspx. You will receive notification when the
agenda is available for viewing on the website and you may view and/or print a copy.
DOCUMENTS DISTRIBUTED FOLLOWING THE POSTING OF THE AGENDA. Any writings that relate to an
agenda item that is distributed to a majority of the Council after the posting of the agenda, will be available for
public inspection at the City Clerk’s office, and may be posted to the website.
PUBLIC COMMENT - The public is encouraged to address the Committee on any matter posted on the agenda
or on any other matter within its jurisdiction. If you wish to address the Committee on non-agenda items, you may
do so during the PUBLIC PARTICIPATION ON NON-AGENDA ITEMS section on the agenda. Each person is
allotted three (3) minutes to speak.
Pursuant to provisions of the Brown Act, no action may be taken on a matter unless it is listed on the agenda, or
unless certain emergency or special circumstances exist. The Committee may direct staff to investigate and/or
schedule certain matters for consideration at a future TAC meeting.
IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT - It is the intention of the City of Solvang to
comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) in all respects. If, as an attendee or a participant at this
meeting, you need special assistance beyond what is normally provided, the City will attempt to accommodate
you in every reasonable manner. Please contact the City Clerk at either (805) 688-5575 x206 or
cityclerk@cityofsolvang.com. 72- hours’ notice is requested.
Pursuant to California Assembly Bill 361 Committee meetings are permitted to be held via teleconferencing and
the City will provide both remote and in-person participation options. Members of the public can observe and
address the meeting telephonically or electronically. Virtual participation is available via Zoom or phone. Join the
Zoom meeting by visiting https://zoom.us/j/3066529195 (Meeting ID: 306 652 9195). If you wish to speak, please
use the “raised hand” symbol. If you would like to make a comment by phone, please call into conference line
(888) 788-0099 (Meeting ID: 306 652 9195). The phone line will be open starting at 3:15 p.m. In-person speakers
will be invited to make public comments first. Virtual speakers will follow. You may also observe the live stream of
the Committee meetings on www.CityofSolvang.com
Distribution to the Committee – You may, but are not required to, submit your comment in advance. Should you
wish to do so, please do so via email prior to 5 p.m. on the Wednesday prior to the Committee meeting to the City
Clerk at: cityclerk@CityofSolvang.com. Your comment will be recorded and distributed appropriately.
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3:30 PM – REGULAR MEETING
1. CALL TO ORDER
ROLL CALL
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
2. CONSENT ITEMS

Items on Consent are typically routine and will be approved in one motion. The Chair will call on anyone wishing
to address the Committee on any Consent item on the agenda, which has not been pulled by the Committee for
discussion. Each speaker will be permitted to speak only once and comments will be limited to a total of three
minutes.

a. Approve order of Agenda as presented
b. Approve Minutes of August 4, 2022 Regular Meeting
3. PUBLIC COMMUNICATIONS – NON- AGENDA
This section is intended to provide members of the public with the opportunity to address the Committee on items
not on the Agenda. This section is limited to 30 minutes. Each speaker will be afforded three minutes, and may
speak only once. State law does not allow the Committee to discuss or take action on issues not on the agenda,
except to briefly respond or to ask Staff to follow up on such items.

4. DISCUSSION ITEMS
a. The Abbi Agency, TAC Members Survey Results, Marketing Plan, Media Plan, and
“Like Denmark” Campaign presentations.
b. Julefest 2022 Presentation
COMMITTEE MEMBER COMMENTS:
CITY STAFF COMMENTS:
ADJOURNMENT:
AFFIDAVIT OF POSTING
I, Annamarie Porter, City Clerk for the City of Solvang, California, DO HEREBY CERTIFY under
penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California, that the foregoing notice was posted at the
City of Solvang City Hall bulletin board at 1644 Oak Street, Solvang, CA and on the City of Solvang
website not less than 72 hours prior to the meeting, per Government Code 54954.2.
Dated this 29th day of August 2022.
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MINUTES
SOLVANG TOURISM ADVISORY COMMITTEE
REGULAR MEETING

Agenda Item 2.b

August 4, 2022
Thursday
3:30 p.m.

3:30 PM – REGULAR MEETING
1. CALL TO ORDER
Chair Shallanberger called the meeting to order at 3:34 p.m. in the City Hall Council Chamber, 1644 Oak
Street, Solvang, California.
ROLL CALL
Present:

Committee Members: Tracy Beard, David Brents, Alexander Grenier, Kim Jensen
(arrived at 3:36 p.m.), Chair Cheryl Shallanberger

Absent:

Committee Members: John Martino, Vice Chair Max Hanberg

Staff:

Xenia Bradford, City Manager, Annamarie Porter, City Clerk

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
Chair Shallanberger led in the Salute to the Flag.
2. CONSENT
a. Approve order of Agenda as presented
b. Approve Minutes of July 7, 2022 Regular Meeting
Motion by Chair Shallanberger, to approve the Consent Agenda, as presented, seconded by Committee
Member Beard, and carried, 5-0 with Committee Member John Martino, Vice Chair Max Hanberg, absent.
3. PUBLIC COMMUNICATIONS – NON-AGENDA - None
4. DISCUSSION
a. Receive presentation from the Abbi Agency, the City’s new Marketing Management Consultant, and
provide with general policy direction.
Allegra Demergian, Alli Williams, and Thaison Kawal narrated a PowerPoint presentation with an
update of the first 30 days as the City’s new Marketing Management Consultant and accomplishments
and addressed results of an audit of the City’s marketing channels and a survey of the community.
They discussed public relations, digital content, creative and challenges with the new logo, the digital
experience and social media management.
Consultant Demergian spoke about the strategy and building phase, important dates and priority tasks
and addressed finalizing the strategic marketing plan and launch of the initial campaign.
Discussion followed regarding fall events and costs for photo shoots, opportunities for the public to
submit photos and purchasing stock photography.
b. Receive a report from Solvang Hygge Huset on Visitor Center operations.
Minutes 2022-8-04 TAC Regular Meeting
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Susan Lee, Hygge Huset, Solvang Visitor Center, shared commonly asked questions from visitors;
spoke about excitement for Julefest; discussed distribution of maps provided by the Chamber of
Commerce and magazines from VSYV; commented on listing events on the City’s website and thanked
the City for allowing them to serve.
Contractor Huset addressed the monthly number of visitors to Solvang and spoke about mid-week
events that encourage participation.
Dean Klitgaard spoke about the people who visit the Visitor Center and discussed a brief history of
Solvang.
c. Discuss Julefest 2023 program and provide with policy direction.
City Manager Bradford requested direction from the Committee regarding Julefest 2023.
Discussion followed regarding parties interested in providing planning services for the upcoming
Julefest events, the need to start planning as soon as possible, participation of the City’s Parks and
Recreation and Public Works Departments, the possibility of forming a subcommittee of the TAC to
help with planning and coordination, moving forward with filling the Marketing Manager position,
soliciting people with prior experience to help with the events, outsourcing specific tasks and seeking
community volunteers.
Committee Members Beard and Jensen volunteered to serve on the Julefest subcommittee.
Committee Member Beard requested that other Members send ideas to City Manager Bradford to
share with the TAC at its next meeting.
COMMITTEE MEMBER COMMENTS
Committee Member Jensen spoke about the importance of transparency and everyone in Solvang
knowing what the City is doing with taxpayer money.
Committee Member Grenier spoke positively about the presentations provided tonight.
CITY STAFF COMMENTS
City Manager Bradford spoke about upcoming items to be considered by the TAC.
ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 5:00 p.m.
Respectfully submitted:

Annamarie Porter, City Clerk
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Agenda Item: 4.a

STAFF REPORT

Tourism Advisory Committee
PREPARED BY:

Xenia Bradford, City Manager

MEETING DATE:

September 1, 2022

SUBJECT:

The Abbi Agency Presentation

RECOMMENDATION:
Review and approve proposed Marketing Plan, Media Plan, and “Like Denmark” Campaign.
ATTACHMENTS:
A -- TAC Members Survey Results
B -- Marketing Plan
C – Media Plan
D – Like Denmark Campaign Creative
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Attachment A

Solvang & The Abbi Agency
REPORT

Client Name: Solvang
Project Name: Tourism Advisory Committee Members Survey
Job Number: SOL-MAR-RES-TACSurvery-226861
Client Contact: Xenia B
Internal Contact: Connie Anderson
PROJECT PURPOSE
Assess the needs, goals, and desires for Solvang from the perspective of the Tourism Advisory
Committee. The research objectives include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Identify who the community advocates are
What has worked and what has not
Where they see future of Solvang going
It’s unique value proposition

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Tourism Advisory Committee for the City of Solvang has identified a primary and secondary goal. The
primary goal is to increase economic performance with elevated visitor stays across the week resulting in
more sales tax and TOT tax. The secondary goal supports the primary in that it targets increasing
awareness through advertising while putting an emphasis on social media engagement.
The TAC has chosen objectives that support the goals, but after that the TAC begins to disagree on how
to approach different opportunities. For instance, both corporate travel and weddings are met with division
and conflicting views where half of the committee sees Solvang as a perfect fit for these opportunities
while the other half believes Solvang does not possess the resources or that these opportunities conflict
with other goals/objectives.
Aside from disagreements on opportunity identification there is an agreement on targeting a younger
audience that seeks experiential opportunities. To achieve this there is alignment to leverage social media
and web to bolster the Solvang brand as One-of-a-kind, Quirky, Historic, Memorable, and Unexpected
while emphasizing activities such as fine dining, walking the city, and Danish culture and architecture.
METHODOLOGY
A survey was created through SurveyMonkey that consisted of 23 questions and was distributed to the 7
members of the Tourism Advisory Committee. At the time of the writing of this report 6 out of the 7
surveys were completed.
ANALYSIS
● Goals
○ The most agreed upon goal is to increase revenue to the City of Solvang through an
increase in the number of nights stayed by visitors and an increase in tax revenue from
dining, activities, and shopping to name a few.
○ Beyond the primary financial goals there is a secondary goal in increasing awareness of
the City of Solvang through an emphasis in social media engagement
○ The less significant goals are to break into younger audiences, make Solvang more
modern and accessible, while also driving website visitors.
● Objectives
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○

●

●

●

●

●

Building off of the primary and secondary goals to increase tax revenue and awareness,
the most agreed upon objective is to leverage micro-influencers and public relations to
drive awareness in order to increase the duration of nights stayed by visitors during the
off-season.
○ The trailing two objectives are to increase engagement on social media and web, while
also building upon Solvang’s brand as its own destination within SYV.
Target Audience
○ Although the goal of breaking into younger audiences was ranked rather low, the TAC
views Young Families (Gen X and Millenial) as the largest opportunity for Solvang.
○ Tied behind Younger Families are Boomer Couples/Groups and Gen Z/Millennial
Couples/Groups, while Multi-genrational Families are last.
Opportunities
○ Corporate travel
■ There is mixed sentiment on the opportunity that corporate travel poses for
Solvang with half of the respondents indicating that corporate travel is perfect
with ample space and aligned offerings for the audience, while the other half
believes that the focus would be wasted on corporate travelers and should
instead be used on young tourists seeking experiential opportunities.
● Of those who believe that corporate travel is a good opportunity, they
believe that a conference center would need to be constructed to better
accommodate the corporate travelers.
● The benefit to corporate travelers is that they would increase mid-week
traffic.
○ Weddings
■ Wedding opportunities also received mix reactions with some pointing out that
Solvang’s beautiful scenery and eclectic city would be perfect for hosting
weddings, while others felt that weddings would only drive traffic on weekends
and push guests to wine tasting outside of the city causing a loss of traffic for
local-merchants on weekends.
Awareness
○ Among Santa Ynez Valley (SYV)
■ There is significant agreement that the City of Solvang is generally known by
visitors to SYV.
○ Among California residents
■ There is slightly less consensus on how aware residents of California are of what
Solvang has to offer, but TAC agrees that people know of Solvang.
How to increase familiarity of Solvang among California residents?
○ Problem
■ Visitors and California residents are aware of Solvang as a Danish town but
unaware of attractions and experiences.
○ Opportunities
■ Use social media and influencers to highlight attractions and experiences.
■ Update Solvang web-site and visitor center to make information more accessible.
■ Create a group of ambassadors who can inform people about attractions and
experiences.
■ Partner with Visit California to create a commercial involving Solvang.
Successful previous marketing efforts
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○
○

●

●

●

Solvang’s previous marketing agency built up a large following on Instagram.
Focus on content like free parking, clean public restrooms, city of light, sunny weather,
Christmas tree lights in the park, festivities, and Danish Days.
○ The Drone Show at Christmas in 2019 was a big success.
○ The movie Sideways increased awareness.
Success for a marketing agency
○ Focus on:
■ Increase brand awareness and cultivate “hip” brand associations
■ Increase social media engagement
■ Highlight culinary, wine, cultural, and outdoor activities
■ Drive young visitors to visit Solvang
■ Emphasize Solvang as a separate entity from SYV
○ Measure by:
■ Sales Tax
● Example: Sales Tax up 15%
● Example: TOT tax
■ Mid-week occupancy and off-season occupancy
● Example: Yearly Hotel Occupancy at 85%
● Example: Weekly activity uniform across week
■ Engagement on social media and web traffic
● Example: Increase in number of followers and social engagements such
as Likes, Comments, and Shares
● Example: Increase number of sessions on www.solvangusa.com
Ambassador Opportunities
○ Visitor Center
○ Kilt Guards
○ Solvang Chamber of Commerce
○ Members of Solvang
■ Quincy Ruffin
● Owner of EV XP Electric Vehicles
■ Clau Orona
■ Bill Candel
■ Sylvia Brents
■ Bent Olsen
■ Carl Birkholm
■ Kim Jensen
Solvang Brand
○ Vibe
■ Unique
■ Danish
■ Happy
■ Memorable
■ Clean
■ Quiet at night
■ Disneyland
■ Magical
■ Eclectic
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○

○

■ Old and tired looking
Descriptors
■ One-of-a-kind
■ Quirky
■ Historic
■ Memorable
■ Cultural
■ Unexpected
■ Eclectic
■ Whimsical
■ Adventurous
■ LIght
Unique Selling Proposition
■ Solvang is the starting point to the central coast and to many outdoor
opportunities, such as cycling, hiking, and equestrian all while offering a clean
and safe hub to return to where you can enjoy unique architecture and fine
dining.
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APPENDIX
Q2: Rank the following goals in order of importance from your perspective:

Q3: From your perspective, please rank the following objectives in order of importance for the City of
Solvang:

Q4: Do you agree or disagree with the objectives addressed in the previous question? If you disagree
with the objectives, why?
●
●

5 respondents indicated that they “agree” with the objectives in Q3
1 respondent stressed the importance of balancing tourism with the quality of life for the residents
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Q5: Which types of traveler audience do you see as the biggest opportunity to attract to Solvang? Check
the top 2:

Q6: What role does corporate travel have for the City of Solvang? What are the strengths, threats, and
opportunities?
● 3 respondents indicated that corporate travel plays a role for the City of Solvang.
○ 2 respondents indicated that an opportunity is to build a conference center for corporate
groups with the intention of attracting mid-week business.
○ 1 respondent pointed out that the focus should be on small corporate groups.
● 3 respondents did not feel that corporate travel plays a role in the City of Solvang.
○ 1 of these 3 respondents mentioned that the focus should not be corporate but instead
young tourists seeking experiential opportunities.
Q7: What role do weddings and events have for the City of Solvang? What are the strengths, threats, and
opportunities?
● Strengths
○ Scenic locations and open spaces are perfect for events.
● Opportunities
○ Weddings have the ability to bring new people to Solvang that weren’t previously aware
of it.
● Threats
○ A lack of spaces for weddings limits ability.
○ Weddings primarily exist on weekends where the city is already at capacity.
○ Weddings tend to focus outside the city causing local merchants to lose out on business.
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Q8: How well-known do you think Solvang is among visitors to Santa Ynez Valley?

Q9: How well-known do you think Solvang is among residents of the State of California?

Q10: What are the opportunities to improve familiarity of Solvang among visitors and California residents?
● Problem
○ Visitors and California residents are aware of Solvang as a Danish town but unaware of
attractions and experiences.
● Opportunities
○ Use social media and influencers to highlight attractions and experiences.
○ Update Solvang web-site and visitor center to make information more accessible.
○ Create a group of ambassadors who can inform people about attractions and
experiences.
○ Partner with Visit California to create a commercial involving Solvang.
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Q11: In your experience, what has been the most impactful marketing strategy and/or tactic for Solvang?
● Solvang’s previous marketing agency built up a large following on Instagram.
● Focus on content like free parking, clean public restrooms, city of light, sunny weather, Christmas
tree lights in the park, festivities, and Danish Days.
● The Drone Show at Christmas in 2019 was a big success.
● The movie Sideways increased awareness.
Q12: What do you think are the most important factors or priorities for the marketing agency to focus on?
● Increase brand awareness and foster a more “hip” brand
● Focus efforts on promoting experiences in Solvang through social media.
● Activities and experiences to focus on should be culinary, wine, cultural, and outdoor activities like
the outdoor theater during summer.
● Emphasis on driving younger visitors to Solvang with a midweek focus.
● Priority should be on Solvang and not SYV.
Q13: What does "success" in tourism marketing look like to you? If we were one year into this work
together and it was considered "successful," what would that mean?
● Success is measurable and quantifiable metrics like:
○ Sales (i.e., Sales up 15%)
○ TOT tax
○ Hotel Occupancy (i.e., 85% yearly hotel occupancy)
○ Engagement up on social and web traffic
○ Occupancy mid-week is up
● Success is uniform daily activity/spending across the entire week
Q14: What are the most attractive tourism experiences that make Solvang a can't-miss destination for
visitors? Rank from most attractive to least.
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Q15: Were there any missing attractive tourism experiences in the previous question? If so, what are
they?
● Rock wall
● Skating rink
● Zip-line
● Restaurants (emphasis on Foodie destination)
Q16: If your friend was visiting Solvang for the first time and you had 24 hours to show them the "Solvang
experience," what would you do?
● Responses:
○ I would probably begin with showing them around Solvang by foot. I would definitely eat
with them in Solvang. After that, I would probably go biking in Solvang and around the
Santa Ynez Valley. I would also likely take them hiking in the area.
○ Moke, Horse carriage, Wildling Museum, Space RV
○ Walk them down Copenhagen avenue, take them to a bakery, have breakfast at one of
the many great restaurants
○ Bakeries,Wine, dinning, beer tasting, showing the danish architecture
○ Taste wine, eat great food on a summer night (probably on the patio at Succulent), park
the car and walk around town.
○ Walk around go through galleries and boutiques, do a wine tasting or two, grab a drink at
Coast Range and dinner at Sear.
● Analysis:
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Q17: What is a Solvang experience that you consider to be "underrated" or lesser-known and is
overlooked by many visitors? Why?
● Renting Bicycles
○ Dr. J’s bicycle shop
● Space RV
● Recreational Vehicles
○ MOKE ride
● Buying Bread
● Old Mission Santa Ines
● Fine dining
● Walking the city
Q18: Do you consider any Solvang experiences to be "overrated"? Which one(s) and why?
● 1 respondent indicated that the Danish Museum and Toy Store
● 2 respondents mentioned that bakeries are overrated
● Other 3 respondents do not feel that any experiences are overrated
Q19: In your opinion, who in the community would be the best destination ambassadors? Who might be
able to represent Solvang to visitors in an authentic, engaging, and interesting way? Feel free to share
multiple individuals or groups and why you think they would be a good fit.
● 2 respondents indicated that the Visitor Center does an exceptional job as ambassadors already.
● Kilt Guards
● Solvang Chamber of Commerce
● Member of Solvang:
○ Quincy Ruffin
■ Owner of EV XP Electric Vehicles
○ Clau Orona
○ Bill Candel
○ Sylvia Brents
○ Bent Olsen
○ Carl Birkholm
○ Kim Jensen
Q20: How would you describe the "vibe" of the City of Solvang? How does it feel to be here?
● Unique
● Danish
● Happy
● Memorable
● Clean
● Quiet at night
● Disneyland
● Magical
● Eclectic
● Old and tired looking
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Q21: Check up to 5 words or statements that best describe Solvang:

Q22: Besides the obvious... what makes Solvang unique and interesting?
● It’s the starting point for the central coast and SYV
● Solvang’s position as a gateway to the outdoor opportunities of the valley is important.
● Solvang is a starting place for cyclists, hikers, equestrians, and others who seek to explore the
Santa Ynez Valley
● Architecture
● Restaurants are not chains
● The cleanliness and safety (no crime)
Q23: Anything to add that we haven't asked?
● Focus more on children’s activities
● Use The Old Mission as a marketing tool
● Leverage the Chumash Casino
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Attachment B

City of Solvang FY23 Marketing Plan

Section 1: Background and Strategic Overview
SITUATION ANALYSIS
Many destinations in California suffer from getting stuck in the “Sea of Sameness.” With similar destination assets and
experiences like outdoor recreation, beautiful scenery, indulgent food and beverage, it can be challenging to stand out.
But not here – Solvang offers an authentically unique experience to visitors, and “Danish America” truly cannot be
experienced anywhere else.

As fiscal year 2022-23 kicks off, the City of Solvang is well-positioned to elevate its tourism marketing
efforts to the next level. The quaint, Danish village in the Central Coast region of California is a primary
fixture of the Santa Ynez Valley, and already has a strong foundation of awareness among target audiences.
Solvang is entering a new era and focus on destination marketing with an investment in an internal
Marketing Manager and focus on an external integrated marketing program.
The following marketing plan lays the foundation and roadmap for a successful year in strategically
promoting the City of Solvang as a tourism destination. The plan provides a holistic view to guide the
Tourism Advisory Committee, City, and The Abbi Agency, defining both high-level strategic items, thoughtful
ongoing plans, and measurements to ensure success.
TOURISM IN SOLVANG, CALIFORNIA
Tourism is a key economic driver for the City of Solvang. As stated in the February 2022 meeting minutes of the
Tourism Advisory Committee, “The City of Solvang’s economic engine is tourism. The strongest economic sector
is hotels, dining and wine industry, and retail. The economy is highly dependent on tourism and is not diversified.
The City of Solvang is the third most dependent City in California on transient occupancy tax.”
While TOT makes up 8% of general fund revenues in the majority of California cities, it makes up at least 50%
of general fund revenues in Solvang. The community understands the critical need for sustainable, year-round
tourism that connects the right traveler with the destination.
Solvang’s Current Tourism Landscape:
●

●

●

Seasonality and Length of Stay - The destination sees high numbers of travelers during summer and the
holiday season, but has opportunity to grow the number of travelers it attracts in October, November,
January, and February.
Events contribute to much of the overnight travel in Solvang, with marquee events that draw regional
audiences including Solvang Danish Days, Julefest, and the Solvang Stomp. Addition of cultural and
immersive events continues to offer an opportunity to increase off-season travel.
Day-Tripper or Short Length-of-Stay - Currently, many think of Solvang as an “add-on, day-trip” out of
Santa Barbara or Los Angeles, and online, first-person accounts contribute to this perception. The
destination should focus on strategies that expand this perception and engage with travelers for
multiple room-night stays.

City of Solvang 2022-23 Marketing Action Plan
Draft: August 26, 2022

Page 1
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City of Solvang FY23 Marketing Plan

CITY OF SOLVANG TOURISM
Tourism for the City of Solvang is managed by the City Manager and overseen by the Tourism Advisory
Committee.
Role of the Destination Marketing Organization
The City of Solvang is a Destination Marketing Organization (DMO), responsible for attracting ideal visitors to
the region, extending their length of stay, and driving them to repeat their visit.
Destination Marketing has also evolved into Destination Management and now, Destination Stewardship.
Many destinations are becoming overrun with tourists, especially throughout California. As the DMO, it is our
responsibility to:
1.
2.
3.

Communicate sustainable practices to Solvang visitors, including being thoughtful and respectful
toward residents.
Increase the number of travelers in thoughtful timeframes, ensuring that we aren’t increasing high
season traffic dramatically.
Encourage visitation by visitors who align with the ethos and authentic personality of Solvang.

To this end, the following marketing plan has been developed to consider Destination Stewardship - ensuring
that we are driving sustainable growth for the region. Proposed plans have been developed thoughtfully around
key timeframes and strategies to introduce the visitor to a variety of Solvang experiences.
Marketing Plan Purpose and Methodology
The following marketing plan is intended to guide strategy, planning, and implementation for all strategies and
tactics across Solvang’s marketing channels for Fiscal Year 2022-23. As background to inform this marketing
plan, The Abbi Agency worked with the City of Solvang to undergo the following:
●
●
●
●
●

Survey of Tourism Advisory Committee
Survey of Community
Integrated Audit
Immersion Trip - including meetings with City, Visitor Center, Visit Santa Ynez Valley, and Tourism
Advisory Committee
Research - Competitive analysis, regional destination research, tourism trends

Section 2: Market Summary
SOLVANG SWOT ANALYSIS
In evaluating its position in the market, several Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats can be identified for
Solvang as a tourist destination.
STRENGTHS

●
●

Iconic and unique Danish experience
Brand awareness among target audience - Solvang is well-known within the Santa Ynez Valley and by
visitors to the region

City of Solvang 2022-23 Marketing Action Plan
Draft: August 26, 2022

Page 2
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●
●

High numbers of visitors, especially in summer
Proximity and accessibility from many major airports and destinations - namely Santa Barbara and
Los Angeles

WEAKNESSES OR CHALLENGES
●

Visitors and California residents are aware of Solvang as a Danish town, but not of specific attractions
or experiences

●
●

Current perception as a “day-trip” destination
Challenge of breaking into Bay Area audience who is more likely to visit Paso Robles or other wine
regions

OPPORTUNITIES

●

Establish and maintain meaningful relationships with larger, regional partners, including Santa Ynez
Valley, Central Coast California, and Visit California, to be included in larger marketing opportunities

●

Leverage social media and campaign content to highlight broad range of experiences and attractions in
Solvang
Partner with Influencers and Media to highlight specific experiences in Solvang and the region
Solvang’s central location in SYV allows it to “own” the region a bit more and extend the number of
nights a visitor would stay in Solvang; “stay here, play all around” messaging
Create a group of ambassadors who can inform people about attractions and experiences
Refine Solvang brand identity and messaging to reflect the locale, ethos, and authentic experience
Incorporate more visuals and information into the website, as well as primary user pathways

●
●
●
●
●

THREATS

●
●
●
●

Growing tourism in a sustainable way on behalf of residents
Misnomer of “Santa Barbara Wine” describing SYV region
Saturated competitive landscape regionally and within state of California
Oversaturating summer visitation

RELEVANT TRAVEL TRENDS
As we move into FY23, travelers are taking the “go big or go home” mindset when it comes to travel. In a recent
global research study by Expedia®, more than two-thirds of Americans (68%) are planning to take their next trip
to the next level. Out of this 68%, 41% of travelers are seeking out excitement and exhilaration, 40% are looking
to make the most out of their trip, and 40% are ready now to splurge on their anticipated vacation.
Travel trends impacting the tourism industry this year include:
●

Longer Stays and More Flexibility: Flexible work environments are making way for opportunities for
longer travel and pent-up vacation time banks. On average, the expected vacation in 2022 is about
seven days (source: Evolve). Travelers also have fewer date limitations, and 64% of travelers are
interested in traveling during off-peak times of the week or year (Airbnb Report on Travel & Living).

●

More Spending: It’s projected that the United States will reach pre-pandemic levels in 2022,
contributing nearly $2 trillion to the U.S. economy (source: World Travel and Tourism Council).

City of Solvang 2022-23 Marketing Action Plan
Draft: August 26, 2022
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●

Family Tourism: Parents are eager to take their long-awaited vacation. Nearly 9 in 10 parents (88%) are
planning a trip in 2022 (source: 2021 U.S. Family Travel Survey by the Family Travel Association).

●

Sustainable Travel: Travelers both domestically and internationally agree that gentle tourism is of
uppermost importance to them. According to the Sustainable Travel Report, 87% of global travelers say
they want to travel sustainably (source: Booking.com). According to the Expedia Group, around 60% of
travelers would increase their spending under more environmentally friendly conditions.

●

Self-Healing Travel: 87% of travelers agree that having a trip planned in the future gives them
something to look forward to and say that planning future travel makes them feel excited (63%), happy
(53%) and hopeful (53%) (American Express Travel Global Travel Trends Report).

●

Road Trips: After the “Road Trip Resurgence” of 2021, drivable destinations aren’t going anywhere.
According to Outdoorsy’s survey, over 90% of respondents have plans to take a road trip in 2022.

●

Outdoor Recreation: With adrenaline-seekers looking for their next adventure, outdoor recreation is
continuing to skyrocket. 58% of travelers are most interested in exploring the great outdoors, with
secluded mountain and rural escapes as the most sought-after vacation experiences (source: Evolve).

●

Longer lead times with booking: Popular destinations are beginning to book out faster than ever for
peak travel periods. This year, HomeToGo saw an increase in the average time between booking and
check-in. The average booking window for 2021 was 94 days (~13.5 weeks) compared to 71 days in
2019. In 2022, this number is expected to rise as travelers will want to reserve their favorite homes and
destinations before it’s too late. This also means last minute trips are becoming less common, due to
destinations booking up in popular seasons, like summer.

●

Travelers are going farther from home: Since the pandemic, many travelers prioritized destinations
closer to home. While there is still anticipation of road trips and staycations, travelers are also planning
trips farther from home in 2022, reaching close to pre-pandemic levels. The average search distance for
domestic trips this fall is 576 miles (up 41% vs. Fall 2020), signaling travelers are gaining comfort in
traveling further from home. This average is also nearly on par with levels seen before the pandemic in
2019 (531 miles).

●

…but still staying domestic: With travel costs increasing and international travel continuing to present
challenges, many travelers are continuing to prioritize domestic trips throughout 2022. 59% of
American survey respondents noted they were planning only domestic trips for the next year (2022
Expedia Travel Trends Report).

Section 3: Target Audience
GEOGRAPHIC TARGETS
Solvang’s geographic location is both a benefit and challenge – the destination is so accessible for
central-and-southern California coastal travelers that it is frequented by day-trippers in droves. The majority of
current Solvang travelers visit the destination from the Los Angeles region. A 2.5-hour drive from Los Angeles
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and 45-minute drive from Santa Barbara, Solvang’s is currently positioned as a day-trip excursion to a quaint,
charming Danish village with wine country access. Often, visitors either stay in Santa Barbara and visit Solvang
for a day trip.
From a geographic standpoint, the destination has an opportunity to extend length of stay in the destination, and
to draw travelers who are not coming just for a stop in Solvang, but for a trip built in and around Solvang. The
destination has the opportunity to attract a longer-stay audience by focusing on a slightly longer-haul visitor –
namely from the Bay Area. Additionally, based on organic website traffic, there is an opportunity to target the
Fresno - Visalia - Bakersfield regions to increase travelers in slower seasons. We recommend testing this
audience year-round to identify best opportunity for engagement.
GEOGRAPHY:
Primary Target Audience - Los Angeles, Bakersfield
●

Goal - Extend length of trip, midweek, and off-season visitors

Secondary Target Audience - Bay Area, Fresno-Visalia
●

Goal - Grow new segment of longer-haul travelers

AUDIENCE PSYCHOGRAPHICS
Audience Trends - What are travelers looking for right now?
●

Making meaningful memories, as especially out of the pandemic, travelers want ways to connect with
loved ones and experience new things.

●

Bucket list trips and faraway escapes, or destinations that make them feel faraway.

●

Outdoor adventures, as many travelers still feel safer focusing on outdoors and knowing they don’t have
to be cooped up indoors.

●

Making positive impacts in communities and being thoughtful of overtourism.

●

Relieving stress with wellness vacations and expanding cultural and immersive experiences.

●

One-of-a-kind accommodations that inspire a “I want to be there” mindset from friends online.

TARGET AUDIENCE PROFILES

To best engage audiences, Solvang should focus on a few specific audience profiles. Audience profiles take a
look at each audience from a macro and micro level, considering trends as well as nuances of each type of
traveler.
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Profile 1: Gals Group Getaway
Thank you, Lisa Vanderpump, for illustrating just how perfect Solvang is as a girls (or group) getaway. With
storybook-like architecture, charming bakeries, quirky shopping, and idyllic wine tasting, Solvang is home to so
many experiences for group getaways to indulge in. And, importantly, there are endless opportunities for the
perfect post or reel.
Defining the Audience:
● Millennial and Gen X travelers, ages 26 - 50+
● Looking for an escape and engaging experiences
● Groups typically include between 3-8 individuals; need lodging and activities that accommodate them
Key Opportunities:
● Off-season and long-weekend stays
● Ideal aesthetic for online social media photos and videos
● Introduce event experiences for groups
Media Channels and Trends
● Facebook and Instagram
● Online search and regional publications
● Cottage Core

Key Attractions and Experiences
● Events: Grape Stomp, JuleFest
● Wine tasting - rooms and wineries
● Danish Tastes - bakeries and restaurants
● Shopping and Walking Around Downtown
● Instagrammable experiences

Profile 2: Family Memory-Makers
Moms, dads, grandparents, siblings, and chosen family - Solvang is a great destination to enjoy with the whole
family, as all ages can appreciate its unique charm. The special vibe and experiences in the destination provide a
backdrop for vibrant and unforgettable memories.
Defining the Audience:
●
●
●

Many parents fall into the Millennial or Gen X (ages 26 - 50) categories, with some multigenerational
travelers as well
Looking for iconic and memorable moments
Travel influencers and publications
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●
●

Impacted by sentimental video and visual communications via online channels
Prioritize accessibility and how well-contained or nearby activities are

Key Opportunities:
● Establish Solvang as special event venue, especially weddings and bachelorette parties
● Illustrate activities enjoyed by multiple generations, like wine tasting, bakeries, events, and soaking in
local culture
● Lean on the distinctive flavor of Solvang as a backdrop for special core memories
Media Channels and Trends
● Facebook and Instagram
● Pinterest
● YouTube
● Mommy Bloggers and Influencers
● Family media outlets

Key Attractions and Experiences
● Events - JuleFest, Danish Days
● Trolley
● Danish Tastes - Bakeries and Restaurants
● History and Culture - Museums
● Outdoors - parks and downtown
● Shopping in Downtown Solvang

Profile 3: Culture-Seeking Couple
It’s hard to imagine a romantic getaway more idyllic than Solvang. Culture-seeking couples are seeking to
immerse in the City’s Danish culture and explore its unique charm and experiences, together.

Defining the Audience:
● Millennial, Gen X, and Boomers, ages 26 - 65+
● Inclusive of LGBTQ+ and diverse couples
● Looking to engage with each other and step into a private world
Key Opportunities:
● Emphasize dog-friendliness
● Blending cultural experiences, outdoor activities, and foodie and wine indulgences
● Remote work opportunity, meaning travelers can potentially stay for a longer time in-destination
Media Channels and Trends
● Facebook and Instagram
● Online search and regional publications
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●
●

Travel influencers and publications
Cottage Core

Key Attractions and Experiences
● Events: Grape Stomp, JuleFest
● Wine tasting - rooms and wineries
● Danish Tastes - bakeries and restaurants
● Shopping and Walking Around Downtown
● Instagrammable experiences
● Art and architecture

Primary Target Audience: Of the three profiles, engaging with young couples,
groups, and families with a Gen X or Millennial decision-maker is the highest
priority. The paid and other channel plans are built with this strategy in mind.
Secondary audiences include Boomer Couples and Groups, Gen Z/Millennial Couples
and Groups, and Multi-generational Families.

TRAVELER LIFECYCLE - MICRO-MOMENTS
As they consider, book, and experience a destination, each traveler undergoes a process that is completely
unique to them. There is no linear, step-by-step funnel or process taken to select a destination; the modern
traveler engages in a comprehensive review of the destination using digital resources and first-person
accounts.
The “Micro-Moments” framework was established via a thorough review of robust traveler online habits
and data. This framework enables a destination to consider the phases a traveler goes through as they
consider, select, curate, and experience their trip. And, it allows destination marketers to plan accordingly.
Finally, the Micro-Moments framework is an important reminder of the role of the Destination Marketing
Organization (DMO): to inspire travelers and guide them to local lodging and businesses to curate their trip.
At every step, the DMO must keep in mind that audiences are most likely to engage with messages and
experiences that speak to them directly based on their current traveler lifecycle phase.
●

●

Phase 1: Dreaming. In the Dreaming phase, customers are thinking about taking a trip and considering
what types of experience and destination they are looking for. Here, customers want to be inspired and
aspirationally imagine themselves in a destination.
Phase 2: Planning. In Planning, a traveler more specifically selects their region and/or destination, and
begins considering the specifics: lodging, activities, getting around, and more. During this phase it is
important to ensure travelers can access details and itineraries about the destination experiences.
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●

●

Phase 3: Purchasing. At the Purchasing phase, travelers are locking in details of their trip. This phase
extends from pre-trip into the trip itself, and a traveler can be influenced by offers, deals, events, and
other time-sensitive factors.
Phase 4: Experiencing. Finally, a traveler visits the destination to experience their carefully-curated trip
firsthand. During Phase 4, a destination marketing entity should aim to engage the visitor and
encourage them to share their experiences with the world. Finally, they should aim to establish ongoing
contact to encourage repeat visits to the destination.

The role of the destination marketing organization (DMO) is most often at the early phases – Dreaming and
Planning. It is our job to drive inspiration and desire for travelers to select Solvang from the many California
destinations, and then to compel them to plan an extended trip for a full Solvang experience. Our paid media
strategy will provide a healthy balance of targeting, employing creative content that drives awareness,
inspiration, and education for Solvang.
The DMO should also aim to experience with visitors during the fourth phase - experiencing. While visitors are
in-market in Solvang, we should work to engage with them and capture their information. Previous visitors
provide a major opportunity for repeat visitors and sharing the experience with other target visitors.

Section 4: Seasonality and Themes
EVALUATING SOLVANG’S OPPORTUNITY TIMEFRAMES

Using Visitor Center monthly counts of visitors, Solvang can estimate numbers of travelers and increases in
targeted timeframes. Between the months of Oct 2021 - July 2022 (10 months), the Visitor Center recorded
77,568 total visitors in-market. By reviewing these month-to-month data, we have been able to recommend
target timeframes which present growth opportunities to draw new visitors to Solvang.
This total number of counted visitors equates to a monthly average of 7,750 visitors per month. The
strategic approach will aim to increase number of visitors in months below that average; in months higher
than that average, we are aiming to increase the length of stay.
Visitor Center Traffic Analysis
Low, Medium, High, as gauged by Solvang Visitor Center Contractor
Month

Visitor Traffic

January

5,302

February

5,746

March

6,412

April

9,301

May

7,834

June

8,017

July

10,064
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Month

Visitor Traffic

January

5,302

August

n/a - likely high

September

n/a - likely low

October

6,548

November

7,546

December

10,798

The paid media campaign will run on an evergreen campaign, but we will shift messaging to support each
season appropriately.
Target timeframes to increase number of visitors are:
● Early Spring: January - March
● Fall: September - November
During these months, we are focused on driving new visitors, acknowledging it is
likely they will need to be from a more nearby radius. When promoting these
months, we will focus on our:
● Geographic Targets: Los Angeles, Bakersfield
● Persona Targets: Gals or Group Getaway, Couples
Target timeframes to increase length of stay are:
● Summer: April - August
● Holiday: December
During these months, we are focused on encouraging an extended length-of stay to
grow midweek visitation. To do this, we will target a longer-haul drive market.
● Geographic Targets: Bay Area, Fresno-Visalia
● Persona Targets: Multigenerational Families, Gals or Group Getaway

SEASONAL THEMES
Solvang will run a year-round campaign to maintain momentum. But, creative executions for paid media
placements as well as themes for PR and social media should evolve based on seasonality. Events also present a
key opportunity for the City of Solvang and should be featured in creative and social media regularly.
Season

Themes and Opportunities

Events

Fall in Solvang

Key Themes

EVENTS
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Season
Sept - Nov

Themes and Opportunities
Fall in Solvang - Danish Season
● Expand Danish Days theme to
establish entire month as “Danish
Season”
● Wine and Farm Harvest Season
● Scarecrow Fest

Events
●
●
●
●
●
●

Sept 16 - 18
Oct
Oct
Oct
Nov
Valley
Nov

Danish Days
Scarecrow Fest
Solvang Stomp
Farmers Markets
Taste of Santa Ynez
JuleFest

Scenic Solvang
● Fall Weddings in Solvang
● Outdoor Adventures
● Harvest and Seasonal Flavors and
scenic places to enjoy them
Danish
Holidays
Dec 2022

Winter &
Early Spring
Jan - Mar

Key Themes
Danish Holiday Experience - one of the
most Christmassy towns in America
● Holiday Shopping
● Tree Lighting Ceremony
● JuleFest Parade
● Holiday Food Tour
● JuleHus
● Candlelight Tours
● Elverhoj Makers Market

EVENTS
● December
● Dec TBD
Ceremony
● Dec TBD
● Dec TBD

Key Themes

EVENTS
● Mar

JuleFest
Tree Lighting
JuleFest Parade
Holiday Food Tour

Taste of Solvang

Cottage-Core Solvang - Secret Season
● Spring views and region coming
back to life
● Picnics and springtime activities
Romance in Solvang
● Valentine’s getaway to Europe in
your backyard
● Iconic Solvang Instagram
backdrops for a romantic
Valentine’s Day
● Solvang as a Wedding Destination
Taste of Solvang (March)
● Solvang Tasting Guides
● Spring Sipping in Solvang - Wine
Tasting Guides

Other Themes
● Solvang as Gateway to Outdoor
Adventure and wine country

●

Temperate winter
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Season

Themes and Opportunities

●
Summer in
Solvang
Apr - Aug

getaways
Escape to another world,
a short drive away

Key Themes
Family Experiences
● History, Culture
● Solvang On-Foot
Midweek Travel
● Promotions and Opportunities
● Benefits of a quieter trip
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Section 5: Brand Identity and Pillars
WHO WE ARE: BRAND POSITIONING AND IDENTITY
The Solvang experience is light, whimsical, memorable and vibrant – off the pages of a fairy tale. Richly steeped in
Danish culture, the destination provides one of the most uniquely European-inspired experiences in California.
Solvang is interesting and indulgent, rejuvenating and restorative, and offers all of the perfect ingredients for a
memorable, cultural getaway.

Destination Tagline: Danish Capital of America
Unique Value Proposition: Solvang is the starting point to the central coast and to many outdoor opportunities, such as
cycling, hiking, and equestrian all while offering an idyllic and unique hub to return to where you can enjoy unique
architecture, cultural dining and flavors, shopping, and culture and history.
Brand Language
●
●
●

Descriptors: One-of-a-kind, quirky, memorable, historic, and unexpected Danish village
Placemaking Language: Danish village in the heart of the Santa Ynez Valley, 45 minutes from Santa
Barbara.
Brand Voice: Unique, Danish, Happy, Memorable, Quaint, Magical, Eclectic, Whimsical, and
Adventurous

AUDIT OF CURRENT BRANDING
The Abbi Agency has conducted a thorough audit of all creative touchpoints for Solvang, including its brand identity,
style guide, and 7 additional brand videos.
Starting with brand identity, i.e. Solvang’s current logo, The Abbi Agency, understands that this is a relatively new asset
that has been financially acquired and approved, and the destination would like to continue its use. From a technical
standpoint, there are several flaws in the logo’s fundamental graphic design, scalability being the most concerning pain
point. Specific issues include:
●

The windmill’s mark’s many tapered lines make it difficult to scale at small sizes.

●

The detailed elements within the windmill logo mark, including its varying line weights and densities, create a
feeling of imbalance.

●

The outline of the logo’s typography makes it feel overly-busy, and is not conducive to legibility when being
scaled at smaller sizes.

●

Tapered red lines may enhance hierarchy structure, but they distract from the detailed logo mark and outlined
typography.

●

With the clashing style choices of the typefaces, windmill logo mark, and red lines, the logo elements as a whole
feel disconnected and not as complimentary as they could be.
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With a holistic review of the logo and brand standards, The Abbi Agency suggests moving forward using the current
logo— the design is ample and can be salvaged. The style guide is comprehensive and provides the brand with a visual
platform to build and expand upon. Its color palette reflects an authentic and believable Danish styling which can be
applied across all assets in both digital and print spaces. The brand typography families are modern and legible, and work
well to further visualize it within a Danish context. The aid of unique graphic patterns and textures—provided in the style
guide— will serve as effective add-ons.
For this Ficsal Year, the branding opportunity will focus on establishing a campaign creative concept and brand
identity that can bring Solvang to life.
BRAND PILLARS
Establishing brand pillars allows us to showcase the breadth and diversity of experiences to be had in Solvang, in turn
increasing the number of nights a visitor might plan to stay. Brand Pillars will inform the editorial content calendar, which
drives pitch angles, content across website and blog, social media curation and campaigns, SEO and SEM keywords, and
paid ad themes and messaging.
The Abbi Agency has established five brand pillars to guide Solvang’s work thematically.

Pillar #1
Engaging
Entertainment

Key Message: From immersive daily Danish experiences to a robust event
series, there is no shortage of entertaining in Solvang to engage visitors of all
types.
Primary Attractions:
● Live Theater
● Nightlife
● Music and Entertainment in the Park
● Events
○ Danish Days
○ JuleFest
○ Solvang Stomp
○ Taste of Solvang

Pillar #2
Danish Culture

Key Message: Solvang is a beautiful blend of old and new, of Danish and
Scandinavian culture blending with quaint and immersive experiences for
today’s traveler to experience fairytale village of Solvang.
Primary Attractions:
● Architecture
● Windmills and Sights
● Food and Bakeries
● Museums
● Santa Ynes Mission
● Solvang Trolley
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●

Pillar #3
Danish Delights

Shops

Key Message: Solvang’s authentic Danish bakeries and range of food options
offer the perfect delights for a visitor’s taste buds.
Primary Attractions:
● Danish Food
● Bakeries
● Ice Cream
● Chocolatiers
● Taste of Solvang Event

Pillar #4
Sip and Imbib

Key Message: Solvang offers numerous tasting rooms, breweries, and unique
bar experiences throughout its downtown. Situated in the Santa Ynez Valley,
the destination is within a few minutes’ driving distance of wineries and the
Santa Ynez wine region.
Primary Attractions:
● Dozens of wine tasting rooms
● Beer Gardens
● Bars in downtown Solvang
● Nearby Santa Ynez Valley vineyards

Pillar #5
Scenic Escapes

Key Message: Solvang’s proximity to stunning outdoor experiences and
temperate year-round weather make it an ideal scenic escape for the
California traveler. In Solvang, architecture and idyllic parks make for an
aesthetic dreamscape.
Primary Attractions:
● Hans Christian Andersen Park
● Santa Ynes Mission
● Downtown Architecture
● Nojoqui Falls
● OstrichLand USA
● Miniature Horse Ranch
● Cycling
● Mokes
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Section 6: Goals and Objectives
GOALS
●

●

Primary Goals:
○

Position Solvang as the ideal destination for travelers who appreciate a trip focused on history,
culture, and food & beverage.

○

Increase economic performance with elevated visitor stays across mid-week and slower
seasons, resulting in more sales tax and TOT tax.

○

Diversify experiences and activities that visitors are aware of and engage in.

Secondary Goals:
○

Increase awareness through advertising and an emphasis on social media engagement.

○

Break into younger audience segments.

○

Position Solvang as more modern and accessible.

○

Drive increased number of website visitors.

○

Increase engagement on social media and website channels.

○

Build upon Solvang’s brand as its own destination within SYV.

Strategic Objectives
1.

Increase consumer awareness of Solvang and position the destination as a multi-night destination experience.

2.

Drive midweek visitation to Solvang during peak periods, and higher numbers of visitors overall during slower
seasons.

MEASUREMENTS OF SUCCESS
Success should be measured on two levels: Destination and Marketing-Level Measurements.
Destination-Level Measurements
Annually, leverage the Visitor Center counts to evaluate general visitor volume and desired increases.
●

Aiming for Increase in Visitor Center numbers in target months: September - November and January - March

On the City management side, Solvang should work closely with the Chamber to establish a system with stores and
hotels to measure Sales Tax and Mid-week Occupancy. Alternatively, the City can invest in Destimetrics or a similar
measurement tool to evaluate occupancy rates week-over-week.
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When that system is implemented, the measurements which should be monitored include:
● Sales Tax
○ Increase in Sales tax
○ Increase in TOT Tax
○ Tax revenue increases should be measured from Visit Santa Ynez Valley whenever possible
● Mid-week occupancy and off-season occupancy
○ Increase Hotel Occupancy
○ Weekly occupancy activity uniform across week

Marketing-Level Measurements
●

Increased Awareness, Perceptions, Knowledge, and Engagement with Solvang as a tourism destination.

●

Key Performance Indicators (KPIs):
○

Paid: Paid Media Impressions, Number of Clicks, Cost Per Click (CPC), Click-Through Rates

○

PR: Earned Media Impressions, Earned Media Message Pull-Through, positive sentiment, increased
share of voice

○

Social: Increased Social Media Engagement, increased target followers, increased number of social
engagements (likes, comments, shares)

○

Web: Increase in Website Visitors, Increase traffic in Bay Area, Bakersfield/Fresno regions
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Section 7: FY23 Integrated Action Plan
OVERARCHING ATTRACTION STRATEGY
The overarching strategy is to drive targeted visitors to the
SolvangUSA website from all marketing channels. That is the most
important asset, and should be leveraged to capture and retarget
audiences effectively.
All ongoing touchpoints are looked at from a holistic perspective
with the ultimate goal being affecting increased travel to Solvang.
Fiscal Year 2022-23 represents an important timeframe for
Solvang. Now that the destination is expanding its work in
destination marketing to strategically attract travelers, this year is
critically important for laying a foundation that will be built upon
for years to come.
Each of Solvang’s marketing channels should build toward the
stated attraction strategy – driving users to the website for ongoing engagement and, ultimately, visitation.
Below, we have shared the objectives, strategies, and tactics for each marketing channel.

CREATIVE AND BRANDING
Creative Objectives
● Leverage new Solvang brand identity to establish and elevate the brand.
● Build on new creative campaign concept and branding to engage potential visitors.
● Expand messaging to strategically position Solvang to its target audiences
Creative Messaging Opportunity: Highlight the Region
While Solvang is the iconic gem of the region, well-known and beloved by the target audience, it also has a limiting
perception as a “day-trip destination” - a quick destination experience that can either be taken in over a weekend, or a
day-trip from Santa Barbara or Los Angeles.
Solvang should strategically align with the messaging of Visit Santa Ynez Valley to more prominently “own” the region –
that is, emphasize the access from Solvang to wine country, outdoors experiences, old west, and more. While we want to
ensure we are driving to Solvang rather than elsewhere, we have a better chance of a visitor expanding their stay if they
plan a day elsewhere in the Santa Ynez Valley.
To this end, Solvang social media should feature the Santa Ynez Region on a regular basis – 2-3 times per month – and
the City of Solvang and Santa Ynez Valley should collaborate wherever possible. See more in Section 8 under
“Partnerships.”
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CREATIVE CAMPAIGN: “Like Denmark, Only…”
In Summer 2022, The Abbi Agency will build out the “Like Denmark, Only…” campaign to be used across
channels. The campaign will leverage videos from previous agency, with connecting tagline to tie everything
together.
Concept Description: A vacation to Denmark is daunting. First there’s the passports, and then the plane ride. And
when you arrive chances are you’ll step out of the airport into a classic Nordic drizzle, or into a breeze that will
explain why windmills are famous along the Baltic coast. Here’s where Solvang stands out. Enjoy a full dose of
Danish culture, and all the delights of a Denmark village, all in sunny Southern California just a short drive away.
This campaign highlights the best-of-both-worlds reality of Solvang — incredible Southern California weather
and surprising Danish delights all in one mind-bending blend of geographies and cultures. The “Like Denmark”
campaign has the ability to expand and adapt to highlight different competitive advantages of the destination,
morphing from “Like Denmark, Only Sunnier” to “Like Denmark, Only Closer” and “Like Denmark, Only Hoppier”
to highlight the convenient Southern California location of this alluring Danish village.
The concept will use a few primary taglines:
●
●
●
●

Like Denmark, Only Closer
Like Denmark, Only Hoppier
Like Denmark, Only Sunnier
Like Denmark, Only Chardonnary-ier

Campaign Creative Copy:
Wine and windmills? Seek out Solvang, a Danish village set right in the middle of Southern California wine
country. Here you’ll be transported to the beauty of a Danish village without ever leaving the state.
Welcome to the Danish Capital of California.
Call To Action: See Solvang
Surrounding this campaign, The Abbi Agency will create:
●
●
●

Campaign Branding and Guidelines
Copywriting and Editing
Production of Creative Materials

Creative Materials
●
●
●

●

Videos - use modified versions of the Cogs & Marvel videos with “Like Denmark, Only…” intro and outro
cards, incorporating campaign branding
Digital Banners - leveraging multi-layered created photos featuring target audiences
Website Landing Page - To support the campaign and align with campaign branding
○ Based on build-out and available resources, the campaign may have one landing page to be
updated seasonally, or one landing page per persona (three total) with evergreen content.
Print Ads - for any pre-purchased or city-purchased ad space
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●

Social Media Ads - which take a deeper dive into seasonal and real-time content, leveraging carousel
ads for multi-experience features

“Like Denmark, Only…” Campaign Content Extension
Through website and social media, the “Like Denmark, Only…” campaign will be carried out with a series of
supporting content. This will include:
●
●
●

Series of blog posts and/or itineraries
Carry blog posts or itineraries through social media with reels and galleries
“A Danish Minute” social media series

Photography and Videography
Photography and Videography will be captured in February 2023 to align with the new creative strategy and
campaign branding and support brand pillars and experiences.

PUBLIC RELATIONS
Public Relations Evaluation and Strategic Approach
In recent months and years, the City of Solvang has had some great media hits from regional and national
outlets. However, compared to competitors, there are fewer media placements and stories overall that are
solely about Solvang than other destinations. By strategically hosting media in key timeframes and creatively
pitching around Solvang’s year-round experiences, the destination can expand the number of stories that are
focused exclusively on the destination.
Solvang has an opportunity to capitalize on listicles like “6 perfect spring break road trips” or “The Best
Christmas Towns in the United States” to pitch a feature story on Solvang outside of a roundup article. Other
themes noted in Solvang coverage include charming small towns, focus on wineries, event- and holiday-driven
content and press trip content. Solvang currently has a healthy mix of regional and national media, with regional
placements focusing on events, specific businesses, and other details while national media contains more of
those roundup stories. Media coverage in the last two years is not reflected on the media page on the website,
and no inspirational content exists in this section for journalists.
PR Strategic Opportunities
For FY 2022-23, Solvang should focus on several opportunities in order to expand on the success of current press
coverage as well as create a strategy to hone in on the identified audiences.
●
●
●
●

Continue to pitch Solvang to roundup and listicle articles, but also expand on those placements for a feature
story of Solvang.
Target broadcast television in a strategic way for a more visual experience of Solvang, as well as a bigger
opportunity to produce syndicated content
Target journalists writing about meetings and conferences to leverage a mid-week travel audience
Capitalize on marquee events in national publications
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●
●
●

Expand FAM trips to bring journalists in-market who serve our target audiences - one in each target growth
season.
Target drive markets like LA, Bay Area, Central California, Bay Area and Southern Nevada.
Overhaul the media page on the website to include a gallery of images, inspirational itineraries, media outreach
directed at the agency and up-to-date media placements.

Public Relations Goal: The overarching goal is to position Solvang as the best destination for travelers who appreciate a
trip focused on history, culture, and food & beverage. Public relations is all about driving awareness, and showing
audiences the range of experiences to be had in Solvang while inspiring them to take the next step and start researching
a trip to Solvang.
PR Objectives:
● Secure individual media visits (IMVs) in identified audience sectors around key timeframes - two annually (one in
fall, one in early spring) to bring pillars to life
● Leverage media to reach Solvang’s target drive-market audiences (San Francisco/Bay Area, Bakersfield/Fresno,
Los Angeles)
● Leverage marquee events to create media opportunities
● Increase drive market awareness of the unique aspects of Solvang
● Garner national media coverage and accolades for broader awareness
● Increase number of broadcast, digital and print placements with 50% or greater share of voice
● Increase features in roundups and listicles around key annual timeframes and new markets
PR Key Performance Indicators
● Earned Media Values from placed story and hosted visit
● Share of Voice compared to competitive set
● Story sentiment
● Ensure at least one key message is pulled through in each piece of earned media.
● Aim to secure backlinks in at least 50% of placed media features with average domain authority of 60 or
above.
● Aim for owned media features which focus on overnight and midweek stays.
Ongoing Public Relations Strategy and Plans
Solvang will implement a targeted and performance- driven storytelling approach to public relations, ensuring
that earned media stories are in collaboration with overall marketing initiatives and target audience segments.
The Abbi Agency will employ its three-tiered public relations strategy to promote Solvang as an iconic California
destination, enticing visitors to book overnight, midweek, and shoulder-season stays in the Danish village.
Our strategy will incorporate key themes, brand pillars and messaging in alignment with other marketing channels, and
will be anchored by the goal of driving potential travelers back to the website for direct bookings and trip-planning
information. The team will incorporate primary pillars into our outreach, offering a holistic view of destination
experiences.
Solvang will achieve earned media coverage by utilizing the following strategies and tactics:
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●
●
●
●
●

Timely and individualized media pitching to Primary (Bay Area, Bakersfield/Fresno) and Secondary (Los Angeles)
geographic audiences
Individual Media Trips (IMTs)
Event PR surrounding Solvang’s annual happenings
Press releases and roundups
Working with local businesses and community, as well as regional tourism marketing partners (Visit Santa Ynez
Valley, Central Coast Tourism Council, and Visit California).

Individual Media Visits (IMVs)
With every IMV, our focus will be building itineraries that capture the essence of Solvang and its pillars. Each
itinerary offers opportunities to incorporate key themes, marketing initiatives and the history of the destination
while driving backlinks to solvangusa.com to increase SEO. For journalists who don’t qualify for a hosted visit,
we will provide itinerary recommendations, press materials and media rates (when applicable). Success will be
measured through the amount of earned media resulting from the trip.
Additional PR Strategic Initiatives
●
●

Update Press Room - add multimedia content, and update seasonally, modernize the design.
Establish and Maintain Partner Interactions - with businesses within Solvang as well as Visit SYV and
Central Coast Tourism.

PAID MEDIA
Paid Media Goals and Objectives
●
●

Primary Goal: Generate Brand Awareness among target audiences
Secondary Goals:
○ Re-engage during Planning Phase to connect visitors with local businesses
○ Re-engage during trip planning and trip (and after) to capture long-term Solvang visitor

Paid Media Strategy
● With Summer occupancy levels consistently high, the paid media strategy will look to engage travelers and
promote visitations in the slower parts of the year.
○ Specifically aiming to grow number visitors in Fall (September - November) and Early Spring (January March)
○ Look to engage travel during the slow part of the midweek as well as the slower parts of the shoulder
season
● Select media buys that will accurately reach and engage potential travelers to Solvang.
● All digital buys will be fluid and optimized to the best performers.
● The list of media channels will be considered, planned, and negotiated. The final selection will be based on
committee feedback, creative integration, targeting capabilities, market reach and cost efficiency.
● Campaign will direct people to either a landing page on the Solvang website, or specific internal pages that are
closely aligned with the intended audience and the content of the advertisement to ensure that users are finding
the information timely and relevant.
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●

Continue to maintain the increased momentum from the pandemic by reaching the most travel ready consumers
as well as informing them of Solvang experiences

Paid Targeting Strategy
To create the strongest potential impact among target audiences, Solvang will focus its paid strategy solely on
digital channels for FY 2022-23.
●
●

Targeting: Gen X and Millenial Family, Groups and Couples
Geographic Seasonality
○ Summer (April - August; JuleFest) - target Bay Area, goal to grow number of stays
■ Position as home base for Santa Ynez Valley
○ Fall and Spring (Sept-Nov and Jan-Mar) - target Los Angeles, Bakersfield / Fresno
■ Position as Secret Season - Solvang Secrets
○ JuleFest (Oct - Dec) - target Bay Area, Bakersfield / Fresno

Paid Channels
●

●
●

Display Ads - Top-of-funnel awareness and consideration efforts that reach audiences and encourage
education and engagement around key actions, to disseminate content strategically, and move users to
the website to book travel or enjoy an activity.
Search/SEM Ads - Reach potential visitors within the planning and booking stages, serve ad copy that
delivers key messaging for motivating booking conversions.
Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest, YouTube
○ Awareness: Recommended mix of video and photo assets tailored to each interest.
○ Retargeting: Serve ads to individuals who have visited the website or engaged with content to
keep the campaign top of mind and offer incentives.

Target Audience:
Gen X and Millennial Family, Groups, Couples
Phase of Funnel

Paid Media Channels & Tactics

Upper-Funnel Dreaming

Display Ads
Pinterest Ads - Awareness
Facebook & Instagram Ads - Awareness

Lower-Funnel Planning

Search Ads
Facebook & Instagram Retargeting Ads

In-Market Engaging

Facebook & Instagram Follower Ads
Newsletter Subscriber Ads

RESOURCES: ACCESS FY 2022-23 MEDIA PLAN HERE.
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Paid Key Performance Indicators
● Increase in web visitors from Primary Target Audience
● Increase in website traffic during Target Growth Timeframes (Fall and Early Spring)
● Increased number of Newsletter Subscribers
● Number of Impressions
● Number of Video Views
● Number of Clicks
● Click-Through Rate (CTR)

SOCIAL MEDIA AND CONTENT STRATEGY
Social Media Evaluation and Strategic Approach
Solvang has a solid following across all accounts, with Instagram as its top-performing platform. As a scenic and unique
destination experience, its users appreciate the aspirational content featured on its platforms. Based on comments
posted on both Facebook and Instagram, travelers and locals alike are interested in events, supporting local shops, dining
at restaurants, and creating a checklist of unique activities. Many also mention their appreciation for the destination’s
arts and culture, its unique personality and location, and its history. By utilizing popular social media trends and
diversifying its content, TAA will amplify these efforts to increase excitement, encourage travel, and position Solvang as a
top destination across the country.
Current followers are from southern California predominately – there is opportunity and goal to expand top
followers to include Bay Area California as well.

Social Media Strategic Opportunities
By establishing and maintaining a consistent posting cadence, Solvang may place favorably in complicated the algorithms
of Facebook and Instagram. On all platforms, the best performing content focuses on scenic photos, activities, and places
to go in town. The content itself is rich and valuable for its travelers. By applying best practices such as tagging partners,
using hashtags, and sharing great photos and videos, the City of Solvang is able to garner more eyes and engagement on
its content.
The main areas to continue Solvang’s growth on social media are:
● Establish and maintain consistency in posting cadence across platforms;
● Integrate the unique tools available per platform to help drive engagement and audience growth;
● Increase variation of content posted to include trending content.
● Maintaining consistent branding across all platforms:
○ Updating each platform with the same profile and cover photos with correct branding and logo.
○ Evaluate the current branded hashtag #SolvangUSA and continue to use in posting and added to the
Instagram and Twitter profile biographies.
Social Media Objectives and Key Performance Indicators
Objectives
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●
●
●
●
●

Position Solvang as a unique, Danish destination with one-of-a-kind experiences focusing on food and beverage,
activities, events, history, and culture.
Showcase the broad range of experiences and specific attractions available year-round in Solvang
Communicate sense of place for visitors, including Solvang as the access point to the Santa Ynez Valley region
and proximity to Santa Barbara.
Drive midweek engagement with real-time promotion.
Leverage popular events, namely JuleFest, to capture and engage with audiences in other seasons.

Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
● Quarterly
○ Increase social media engagement by 5% each quarter
○ Increase impressions by 10% for target growth timeframes
○ Grow audience by at least 5% on each platform, Specifically increase number of followers in Los Angeles
/ Bay Area / Fresno - Sacramento - Bakersfield regions
● Annual
○ Increase share of voice through impressions with a 10% increase YoY
○ Encourage midweek travel through social narrative, especially during shoulder seasons, utilizing social
trends to increase engagement
Social Media Content Approach
Through Solvang’s social media channels, we want to inspire and encourage bookings for future travel, especially
in the fall and early-spring target timeframes. Social media should be leveraged to convey the vast variety of
activities and specific experiences in and around Solvang as we continue to position the destination as the hub to
the Santa Ynez Valley.
Showing the variety of activities, dining and local shopping in and around the city will encourage visitors to
increase their length of stay. The goal is to increase Facebook likes (15%), Instagram followers (20% increase)
and Twitter followers (10%). A variety of tactics will be explored to increase engagement on different platforms
including but not limited to:
●
●
●

Reels - Sharing an expansive look at outdoor adventures, local dining options activities in action in 30
seconds or less will catch the fleeting attention of most.
Instagram Guides - Inspirational thread content to serve as travel guides to inspire off-season travel /
mid-week stays.
Content Series - Social media content series will be developed to bring the “Like Denmark, Only…”
campaign to life on an ongoing basis across social channels. Concepts to be expanded include:
○ A Danish Minute - Short deep dives on the Danish history and stories behind certain
attractions; campaign alignment in voice and design
○ Clog it - clog dancing series at different locations throughout SYV and Solvang
○ Solvang Questions - answering some of the questions from visitors in short-form video series
○ Solvang Hidden Gems - “Secret Solvang”
■ Series to promote lesser-known “gems” and experiences during springtime
■ Roll out January-March
○ Danish Delights - Taste of Solvang
■ Align with Taste of Solvang in March
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In-Market Alignment and Business Promotion
To align themes at the destination level and in-market, on a quarterly basis Solvang should distribute a survey to
businesses and regional partners asking for any visitor-relevant information which could be shared to social media. On
this form, we would include themes at the Solvang destination level to ensure businesses can align with our themes
thoughtfully.
The Abbi Agency will coordinate with the Solvang Chamber to determine best format and timing for these surveys, but
ideally four will be distributed per year.
Social Media Posting Themes, Cadence and Calendar
Posting Themes: Posts should align with pillars, as well as other seasonal and visitor-related content:
Relevant Visitor Questions to Inspire Social Media Content - pulled from the Visitor Center report, the most
important themes and topics to educate visitors on via social media and content include:
●
●
●
●

●

●

●
●
●

●
●
●

How do I get to Solvang? From Santa Barbara? From Los Angeles?
What are the “cant-miss” items in Solvang?
Where can I go get a free map of the town and area?
Where/how do I go wine tasting?
○ In-Solvang tasting rooms
○ Add-on a day to experience dozens of wineries in the Santa Ynez Valley!
Deeper Dive Guides on Key Experiences:
○ Trolley
○ Danish Flavors - Guide to Danish Food and Sweetws
○ Sweets and Treats - Aebleskiver and Bakery/Pastry Experience
○ Museums, Cultural and Historic Sights to see
○ Most Authentically Danish Solvang Experiences - Visitor Center, Restaurants, Stores, Language
Museums/History
○ Scandinavian Experiences - Norwegian, Dutch, Danish and more
○ Strange Solvang - Quirkiest experiences (Ostrich Farm, Tiki Bar, etc.)
Itineraries
○ Family
○ Romantics
○ Friends and Groups
Differences between Danish and Dutch
Getting Around Solvang - Mokes, Surreys, Trolley, Biking, and On Foot
JuleFest Guide - where to stay, what to eat, other Danish holiday experiences
○ Family JuleFest Itinerary
○ Couples or Groups JuleFest Itinerary
Santa Ynez Valley Getaway - explore the cute towns near Solvang
Leverage well-known cultural features - Sideways and Vanderpump Itineraries in Solvang
Focus on content like free parking, clean public restrooms, city of light, sunny weather, Christmas tree
lights in the park, festivities, and Danish Days.
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Weekly Posting Calendar - The following social media posting calendar is not intended to provide prescriptive
daily posts; it is intended to provide inspiration to ensure that all destination pillars are evenly featured and
audience engagement is maintained on an ongoing basis.
The Abbi Agency’s social media team will incorporate seasonal themes and shift this monthly calendar as
needed.

Mon
Wk 1

Wk 2

Wed

Architecture
or view of
street
Solvang Sights
- UGC

Wk 3

Wk 4

Tues

SYV event or
town feature

Fri

Hotel
Highlight

Wine
Wednesday SYV Winery
Feature
Dog Friendly
Feature

Thurs

Sun

Seasonal
Experience or
Event

Upcoming
Event or
Entertainment

Danish Minute

Upcoming
Event or Show

Solvang Sweet
Escapes

Sat

Solvang
Sunday Sweets

Weekend
Inspo:
Outdoor
Adventure

Sipping
Saturday Wine Views

Throwback
Thursday History and
Culture

Pillars:
Pillar #1 Engaging Entertainment
Pillar #2 Danish Culture
Pillar #3 Indulgent Delights
Pillar #4 Sip and Imbib
Pillar #5 Scenic Escapes
Other

WEBSITE - DIGITAL EXPERIENCE
SolvangUSA.com Website Observations and Insights
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The Solvang website makes use of some modern website design and fundamentals but misses the mark in some key
areas. The Homepage is cluttered with menus on either side of the screen, while the main portion of the page is void of
any information making it look unfinished and deterring visitors from exploring the rest of the website. Additionally, high
quality images and weak code have led to slow page load times likely resulting in a high bounce rate.
The device usage skews heavily towards mobile users where the target destinations are “Where to stay” and “What to
do” suggesting that users schedule their visits from their mobile devices. Ensuring a clean mobile experience with fast
load times and relevant information will be key in securing future tourism. Overall, the website works and functions very
well. Each of the links work and house relevant information, but the home page is void of information making it appear as
if the rest of the website would be the same.
From an SEO Standpoint, the Domain Authority (54) is fairly moderate, but on the weaker side. Adding
Canonical Tags will be the quickest way to boost Domain Authority. With a stronger Domain Authority the
solvangusa.com site will have the opportunity to make use of the Top 10 Keyword Opportunities table allowing
for the acquisition of low-difficult keywords with high volume-add. And, increasing the number of external links
(currently: 3.7k) will support a Domain Authority increase. Altogether these changes will bring in more website
visitors.
FISCAL YEAR 2022-23 WEBSITE PRIORITIES
● Evolve design and content to provide a better and curated experience to the visitor.
● Work with partners and Marketing Manager to ensure website is kept up-to-date with relevant information.
● Establish and refine key web pages to drive content
Website Objectives
● Increase page rank to position 1-5 for 5-10 keyword opportunities that fit within overall target strategy.
● Increase Domain Authority to 60
● Improve site speed
● Decrease bounce rate to 65% or lower
● Resolution of technical on-site errors impacting SEO
● Increase non-direct site traffic source to 30-40%
● Increase total website visits by 25%, comparing FY 22-23 to FY 21-22
Website Key Performance Indicators
● Improved User Engagement on the Website
● Improved Technical Site Performance
● Increase Search Visibility Amongst Intent-rich Queries
● Increased Referral Traffic from Other Marketing Focused Initiatives
FY 2022-23 Website Implementation
For Fiscal Year 2022-23, The Abbi Agency has identified a series of three Implementation Projects to be
addressed by the Digital Experience team. These will allow the current website to be leveraged for at least the
following year, and ensure best stewardship of the City of Solvang’s resources.
IMPLEMENTATION PROJECT 1: HOMEPAGE AND TECHNICAL UPDATES
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The current Solvang home page deters visitors from continuing on with their session with a look that appears unfinished
leading users to believe that the rest of the website would also be unfinished. In addressing the homepage, several points
will be focused on:
●
●
●
●

●

Redesign homepage to include immersive and inspirational visuals of Solvang as a destination
Incorporate timely, seasonal content and upcoming events
Feature itineraries relevant based on time of year of persona targets
Include key information to establish a sense of place - including “Getting to Solvang” section and
“Getting Around Solvang” Add place-making graphics and information to the homepage
○ Identify nearby airports and establish that Solvang is “Located in beautiful Santa Barbara Wine
Country, 130 miles north of Los Angeles”
Opportunity to show a different homepage to visitors in-market vs. out-of-market
○ Many of the hotels feature internet connection that drops a visitor on the homepage of the
website
○ Homvpage evolution could leverage these audiences individually - they are at a different phase
of the travel lifecycle than others who we are driving to homepage

Technical Updates to Improve User Experience:
●

●

●

●

Technical:
○ Extremely long page load times and average session durations lead to increased bounce rates. To
address this cleaner code will need to be implemented, as well as lower quality images on each page.
Content & SEO:
○ Addressing missing Canonical Tags will be a quick way to increase Domain Authority giving the
opportunity to acquire 10 low-difficult buy high-volume keywords that will increase overall site traffic.
User Experience:
○ Extremely long session
○ Add information to the home page, as its current state deters users from exploring the rest of the
website.
○ Add information to the About Us section to inform the user of who you are and what you are about.
Other Improvements
● Fix Nav Bar
● Add events and update details
● Remove “car-free” promotion - under “how to get to Solvang” section
● Add link to Visitor Guide directly on website
● Add newsletter submission pop-up for 2nd page visited

IMPLEMENTATION PROJECT 2: NEW BRANDING
Incorporate campaign branding elements throughout website, especially on homepage and any other pages
driving paid traffic from campaign elements.
Build out landing page(s) to feature creative campaign.
IMPLEMENTATION PROJECT 3: RELEVANT AND SEASONAL CONTENT
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Get Events Up-To-Date
●
●

Add Marquee Destination Events by end of September
Create a system and workflow for other events to be submitted to website

Create a series of website content and posts that include a mix of:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Most FAQs from Visitor Center
SEO-targeted terms and searches
Seasonal and event-centered content
Campaign-supportive content

Add topical information and content around the visitor center inquiries, specifically incorporating the themes
and questions expanded under “social media.”
EVENT MARKETING: JULEFEST
The JuleFest campaign will be provided additional marketing support in order to best leverage the event.
JuleFest Objectives
●
●

Establish thoughtful strategy to engage certain target audience segments around event theme and
experience.
Leverage itineraries and trip ideas to expand experience beyond just the event, driving overnight
visitation.

Target Audience:
●
●

Family Memory-Maker and Group Getaway
Bay Area and Fresno-Visalia

Situation and Opportunities: This is Solvang’s well-known, beloved event. We have an opportunity to capture
and engage this audience to bring them back for future trips in slower season, as well as to encourage them to
extend their trip. By targeting a longer-haul traveler, we are more likely to encourage them to turn their JuleFest
experience into a full-fledged trip.
JuleFest Plan
Embed JuleFest into all aspects of marketing for the City of Solvang for the months of October - December:
● Media outreach to include:
○ One (1) Press Release
○ 3-month pitching to target regional publications
○ Place on regional event calendars
○ Coordination with any attending journalists
○ Secure and host one IMV
● Social Media:
○ Event creation on Facebook
○ Social media giveaway
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●

●

●

○ Advertising support
○ JuleFest Countdown series
Creative and Paid
○ Develop event flyer, advertising assets to align with visuals from brand and campaign
○ Use geofencing to capture engaged audience as newsletter subscribers - potential to create offer or
deal
Webpage
○ Redesign to align with Solvang branding, can be JuleFest colors
○ Provide more information beyond just the dates of individual events, including where to stay, how to get
to Solvang, other things to do, and ways to round out a trip
Content: Landing Page development, updating or blog feature
○ One Itinerary - 3-day Winter JuleFest Getaway
○ One “Guide to JuleFest in Solvang” - all of the parking and other details you’ll need

Section 8: Recommendations for City of Solvang
In this moment, City of Solvang is taking a meaningful step in its tourism marketing efforts. By bringing in The
Abbi Agency as a marketing partner bringing on a Marketing Manager internally, the destination is poised to
move all marketing efforts ahead with one unified voice.
The Abbi Agency has provided recommended roles and responsibilities for each of the entities working to
support Solvang tourism, as well as recommended future-year marketing opportunities.
ROLE OF MARKETING MANAGER

As the City of Solvang brings on a Marketing Manager, and based on this role’s access and proximity to other
City functions, they should become an intermediary between the City and any marketing entities. Below are
recommended functions to be handled internally by the Marketing Manager vs. marketing agency.
Internal Marketing Functions
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Management of info@cityofsolvang email address and film licensing
Monthly email newsletter management and distribution
Day-to-day website changes
Website business and partner feature management - review and approve
Website event submission management - approval and publishing
Monthly updates to Tourism Advisory Committee
In-person support on social media and media hosting initiatives, as needed
Event management

Agency Marketing Functions
●
●
●
●
●

Annual Creative Concepting
Website updates to key target pages for campaigns, paid advertising, and SEO purposes
Quarterly and Annual Reports and presentations to TAC
Social media management
Public relations outreach and management
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PARTNERSHIPS AND COLLABORATION

Regional: Visit Santa Ynez Valley
Visit Santa Ynez Valley (SYV) is a well-established brand in the California Central Coast, with a robust
marketing program targeting drive- and flight-market travelers. The City of Solvang can and should
collaborate with Visit SYV whenever possible, as the reciprocal cross-promotion can only stand to benefit
and grow the audiences of both destinations overall.
Visit SYV Strategic Insights:
●
●
●
●

Visit Santa Ynez Valley targets the Los Angeles drive market primarily - 80% of targeting goes to drive
market while 20% goes to flight market
SYV has observed that Bay Area stops at Paso Robles, but they are trying to grow the north and
encourage to visit SYV
Social Media: Facebook - 18.5k followers; Instagram - 12.5k followers
○ Focus on wine, outdoors, Solvang, UGC, Taste of SYV and food
Goal is to grow mid-week visitors
Of SYV’s six communities, Solvang is the most well-known
and distinctive – the gem of the region. With great name
recognition, Solvang must overcome its “day-trip”
perception to extend the length of a traveler’s stay.
To this end, there is a key opportunity in positioning
Solvang’s access to the entire SYV region of experiences
throughout its six communities: Ballard, Buellton, Los
Alamos, Los Olivos, Santa Ynez, and Solvang.
Solvang should strategically align with the messaging of Visit Santa
Ynez Valley to more prominently “own” the region – that is,
emphasize the access from Solvang to wine country, outdoors
experiences, old west, and more. While we want to ensure we are
driving to Solvang rather than elsewhere, we have a better chance
of a visitor expanding their stay if they plan a day elsewhere in the
Santa Ynez Valley.

Further, the Solvang brand should collaborate wherever possible with Visit SYV, including the following several
opportunities:
●
●
●
●

Share launch of new campaigns, itineraries, or other major information, with promotional assets (photo, graphic
or video)
Share relevant web links with SYV and add relevant links to Solvang website for reciprocal engagement/SEO
support
Find ways to participate in and promote Taste of Santa Ynez Valley
JuleFest - provide information, promotional assets, messaging points, and ideas for additional collaboration.
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●
●
●
●

Media hosting - anytime a journalist wants to explore beyond Solvang, coordinate with the Visit SYV team to
establish the full regional itinerary.
Feature SYV regional content 2-3 times per month on Solvang social media channels, tagging Visit SYV’s pages
and #SYVibes, and especially promoting Santa Barbara Wine Country.
Assets and Visuals - Visit SYV has offered to share photography and video assets on an as-needed basis, The
Abbi Agency team will reach out as needed.
Align with messaging around “Santa Ynez Valley” or “Santa Barbara County” to ensure distinction from the
municipalities of Santa Barbara or Santa Ynez

Ambassador Collaboration
On a regular basis, Solvang should provide updates and campaign assets to a group of “ambassadors” who
can assist in destination amplification.
Ambassador Opportunities - In-Market:
● Visitor Center
● Kilt Guards
● Solvang Chamber of Commerce
● Members of Solvang

The role of the DMO is to elevate and highlight businesses, making it easy for visitors to find and connect
with the businesses they are looking for. To this end, the City of Solvang and The Abbi Agency should
collaborate regularly with the chamber and ambassadors on key programs, including:
1. Community Survey - In summer 2022, a survey was distributed to community members and
business owners for their insights to inform marketing.
2. Quarterly Form - we’ll send out with our themes, asking for photos, updates, specials, promotions,
events, announcements, and anything else visitors should know. These can be shared on social
media and PR pitches.
3. Asset Sharing - Upon launch of new campaigns, itineraries, or other major information, share via email
with promotional assets (photo, graphic or video)

4. Annual Report - Chamber is our connection to locals - provide updates and on an annual basis,
release “annual impact report.”
The Abbi Agency has worked hard to involve the community upfront and create relationships between the
DMO and businesses. During the immersion tour and previous trips, the team visited more than 50 local
businesses, restaurants, hotels, and experiences. We have established contact with several more, and are
working to open doors on a long-term basis to support public relations and social media features.
LOOKING AHEAD: FUTURE-YEAR INITIATIVES

While this marketing plan specifically focuses on Fiscal Year 2022-23, The Abbi Agency has several ideas for
the City of Solvang to leverage in future Fiscal Years in order to drive visitation.
●

Influencer Hosting
○ Either a paid with content/talent built in, or service-for-cost exchange
○ Influencer campaigns can be launched to support target timeframes and specific campaign
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●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

initiatives
Expanding the partnership with Santa Ynez Valley on further initiatives, including:
○ Purchasing additional advertorial and/or campaign-focused features on website or in Visitor
Guide
○ Partner to attend trade show(s), including IPW to begin getting in front of flight market
audience
○ Pop-up Events with Visit Santa Barbara in target drive markets
○ Partner on collaborative paid opportunities in the Bay Area
Interactive in-destination experiences
○ Bandwango campaign experience build-out for digital business feature map and/or
gamification of exploring specific itineraries
○ Pair with Owned Map, Collateral assets
○ Creating a digital version of audio tour
○ Danish Discovery Pass; Taste of Solvang, etc.
Ongoing Content Development and SEO Maintenance
○ Monthly blogs and newsletters - after we spend this year building the base with
campaign-supportive itineraries and growing newsletter subscribers
○ Blogs and website content would be built and developed based on SEO goals and targets
○ SEO maintenance from technical standpoint to support destination and strengthen Domain
Authority
Multimedia Social Media
○ Target Gen Z and Millennials through expansion to TikTok and investment in short-form
videos
○ Partner with influencers for additional TikTok and short-form video feature opportunities
Brand Refresh and New Website
○ After the initial year with new brand messaging from campaign, Solvang should take the
time and investment to revamp its brand and website
Chamber Collaboration - Solvang Wine & Beer Experience or Other Maps
○ Leverage bandwango to build this out virtually and create campaign around it, Taste of
Solvang or another thoughtful timing (Chamber SOW pg 3)
Paid Media Plan Expand into Traditional Tactics
○ For FY 2022-23, it is recommended to focus the $54k of paid media buy strictly to digital
channels, this will enable most specific monitoring, analysis, and largest potential for
impressions.
○ In future years, the media plan can and should incorporate traditional media tactics as
possible, including print and out of home opportunities.
○ Advertorials or native content should also be added to the paid plan, especially in support of
campaign content or any map-type features.
Larger Investment in Research and Measurements
○ After 2-5 years of work, Solvang should invest in research to better understand the target
audience and limiting factors and/or measurement to gague success of marketing efforts in
increasing awareness, improving sentiment, and growing visitation in target timeframes.
Community Annual Report Event
○ For a future marketing milestone, Solvang should gather community and business leaders to
provide an “Annual Report” and unveil upcoming marketing campaigns
○ This could include a future brand or website refresh, or new creative campaign
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○

It is recommended to prioritize this Community Event in FY 2023-24.
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PAID MEDIA PLAN 2022
Client:
Campaign:
Flight Dates:
Last Updated:
MEDIA
DIGITAL ADVERTISING
Search Ads
Display Ads
Facebook/Instagram
Facebook/Instagram
Pinterest
YouTube
Total Digital Spend
Total Advertising
Spend
Digital
Traditional

Strategy

Awareness and Retargeting
Awareness and Retargeting
Awareness and Retargeting
Follower Egnagement
Awareness
Awareness

Solvang
Solvang 22/23
9/15/2022 6/30/2023
8/26/2022
Total
Spend
Flight Dates

9/15/2022
9/15/2022
9/15/2022
9/15/2022
9/15/2022
9/15/2022

Attachment C

Aug

Sept

Oct

6/30/2023 $13,780
6/30/2023 $10,000
6/30/2023 $9,000
6/30/2023 $6,000
6/30/2023 $7,000
6/30/2023 $9,000
$54,780

$1,253 $1,253
$909 $909
$818 $818
$545 $545
$636 $636
$818 $818
$0 $4,980 $4,980

$54,780

$0 $4,980 $4,980

$54,780
$0
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JuleFest
Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun TOTAL

$1,253 $1,253 $1,253 $1,253 $1,253 $1,253 $1,253 $1,253 $12,527
$909 $909 $909 $909 $909 $909 $909 $909 $9,091
$818 $818 $818 $818 $818 $818 $818 $818 $8,182
$545 $545 $545 $545 $545 $545 $545 $545 $5,455
$636 $636 $636 $636 $636 $636 $636 $636 $6,364
$818 $818 $818 $818 $818 $818 $818 $818 $8,182
$4,980 $4,980 $4,980 $4,980 $4,980 $4,980 $4,980 $4,980 $49,800

$4,980 $4,980 $4,980 $4,980 $4,980 $4,980 $4,980 $4,980 $49,800
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Spec / Featuring Notes
Search Ads
Responsive Search Ads: 4 descriptions, 15
headlines
Display Ads
300×250 – Medium rectangle
336×280 – Large rectangle
728×90 – Leaderboard
300×600 – Half page or large skyscraper
320×50 – Mobile leaderboard
HTLM5
File Size: 150KB max
Full Spec Sheet
Social
FB/IG

Targeting & Theme
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EIekiN3dv9P1oB3ukp8h7VRH1G7M0OHJyOwkxpDm
d3I/edit

Interest Based Targeting
Demo/Interests/Behaviors:

Full Brief Here:
Paid Media Brief

Banner: 1200x628, 1080x1080
Carousel Ads: QTY 2-10; 1080x1080
Collection Ads: 1080x1080
Image Ads: 1080x1080, 1200x628, 1080x1920
IG Video: 600 x 600 (square) min or 600 x 315
(landscape)
Max 1080 x 1080; 3-60 sec
Video: At least 1080 x 1080
Primary Text: 125 characters
Headline: 40 characters
Type: Video .mp4 | Image .jpg or .png
Size Max: Video 4MB | Image 30MB
Pinterest
1000x1500
Type: .mp4, .mov, .m4v | .jpg or .png
Size Max: Video 2GB | Image 20MB
Video Length: 6-15 seconds
Recommended
Headline: <100 Characters
Primary Text: <500 Characters
TikTok

Female audience driven

Min. rez: 540 x 960 px or 640 x 640 px.
Recommended: 720 px perform best.
File types: .mp4 or .mov
Length: Reco - :21 - :34
Size Max: 500 MB
App name or brand name: 4-40 characters (app) or
2-20 characters (brand)
Description: 100 characters max, no emojis
Twitter
Possible ad options:
1200x600, 1200x1200
Video (:15 or :30)
3MB max file size
Image Carousels: Reco - 800x418 px and 800 x
800 px
SnapChat
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Single Image or Video ads
Rez: 1080x1080 px
Duration: 3-180 seconds
Attachments: Website, app, long form video or lens
Collection ads
Rez: 1080 x 1920
Duration: 3-120 seconds
Attachments: Website, app, long form video or lens
Thumbnail image requirements:
File type: JPG or PNG
Resolution: 160 x 160 pixels
Each thumbnail requires URL, URLs can be used
multiple times
Story ads
Resolution: 1080 x 1920
Duration: 3-180 seconds
Attachments: Website, app, long form video or lens
Tile Asset deliverables:
Logo File type: PNG Resolution: 993 x 284 pixels
Image File type: PNG Resolution: 360 x 600 pixels
Story title
File type: MP4, MOV, JPG, PNG
Filters File type: PNG
Resolution: 1080 x 2340 pixels
Commercials
File type: MP4 or MOV
Resolution: 1080 x 1920 pixels
LinkedIn
Square: LinkedIn recommends this aspect ratio for
best performance on CTR. Recommended 1200 x
1200 pixels
Landscape: 1200x628
Vertical: Recommended: 628 x 1200 pixels, 600 x
900 pixels, 720 x 900 pixels
Carousel: 4-5x images, 1080x1080
Video: 10, 15 or 30 second
File size: 4MB max
Ad name (optional): 255 characters
Headline: 70 characters
Introductory text: 150 characters
Description (LAN only): 70 characters. Only
required if using LinkedIn Audience Network (LAN).
CTA Options: Apply, Download, View Quote,
Learn More Sign Up Subscribe Register Join
Streaming Video
YouTube
Bumper :6 MAX
Non-skippable :15
NOTE: Bumper ads and Non-Skippable ads are in
separate campaigns with separate budgets
Mid-roll :30 MIN
Type: .mp4 or .mov
Video: 1920x1080p (16:9), MP4. 128GB max
Banner: 300x60, 150KB max file size
Headline Character Limit: 15
Streaming Audio
Spotify
Audio: :15 or :30, WAV or MP3
Image: 640x640
Script Length: 80 words or less
CTA Options:
Apply now, Book now, Buy now, Buy tickets, Click
now, Download, Find stores, Get coupon, Get info,
Listen now, More info, Pre-save, Save now, Share,
Shop now, Sign up, Visit profile, Visit site
Traditional
OOH
Static BulletinDigital Bulletin
Print
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S O LVA N G , CA

LIKE DENMARK
CAMPAIGN
theabbiagency.com

@theabbiagency

©2022 The Abbi Agency
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PAID SOCIAL CAROUSEL

There are a few things we believe here in Solvang.
Fall is a sublime time of year.
POST COPY

Wine tastes better in front of a field of ripening grapes — or under a windmill.
Danish pastries are even sweeter when paired with crisp autumn air.
And you shouldn’t have to pack your passport to spend a few days exploring Danish culture.
Skip the flight this fall and discover Solvang’s magical mix of Southern California wine country weather and Danish delicacies.
Explore the Danish Capital of California this fall.

theabbiagency.com

@theabbiagency

©2022 The Abbi Agency
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ANIMATED DIGITAL AD FRAMES

theabbiagency.com

@theabbiagency

©2022 The Abbi Agency
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VIDEO AD INTRO-OUTRO CARDS
Campaign branded cards to add before and after existing videos

Intro card to establish new campaign headline

theabbiagency.com

@theabbiagency

Outro card with CTA

©2022 The Abbi Agency
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BILLBOARD & PRINT AD

theabbiagency.com

@theabbiagency

©2022 The Abbi Agency
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THANK YOU
C O N TAC T
allegra@theabbiagency.com
775.323.2977
theabbiagency.com

theabbiagency.com

@theabbiagency

©2022 The Abbi Agency
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Agenda Item: 4.b

STAFF REPORT

Tourism Advisory Committee
PREPARED BY:

Xenia Bradford, City Manager

MEETING DATE:

September 1, 2022

SUBJECT:

Julefest 2022 Proposed Program

RECOMMENDATION:
Review and discuss proposed Julefest program for 2022.
DISCUSSION:
The Tourism Advisory Committee (TAC) appointed Committee Members Kim Jensen and Tracy
Beard to work as a sub-committee of the TAC to develop a Julefest program for 2022. The subcommittee formed a Julefest Committee, including two business owners and Visitor Center
Manager. The Julefest Committee held two meetings and developed proposed program as
shown in attachment A.
TAC is presented with the program to receive final TAC recommendations from the entire
Committee. Based on TAC input, staff will move forward with establishing a contract with an
event producer and make any necessary purchases within Council authorized budget of
$100,000 for the event.
ATTACHMENTS:
A - Julefest 2022 Proposed Program
B – Julefest Proposed Calendar

1
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2022 Julefest – “Hyggelig Juleby”
November 26, 2022 – January 6, 2023
Event Summary
Julefest is a month-long holiday celebration for the village of Solvang beginning the first Saturday
following Thanksgiving and running through the first Friday of January. This holiday celebration harkens
back to a simpler time and holiday memories of days gone by. Visiting the quaint village of Solvang
during Julefest is a walk through a vintage postcard and a Hallmark movie at the same time. Who needs
snow when we are Hygge.
Town Décor:
The village should be decorated by 11/26/22
All town tree lights checked and replaced through out village by the City
All building lights to be functional. (Building owners)
Holiday Trees at all businesses in the TRC. Delivered and available for pick up on 11/28 & 29
Holiday wreaths placed on all light poles through out the village (replacing the current banners) ensuring
a festive look during daylight hours

Holiday garland strung over the street down Copenhagen with a Julehjerter (Danish heart) hanging from
the center (lights up at night)
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Solvang Park trees will be lit in white (as usual) with blue up lighting. A light show will run nightly from
5pm – 9pm every hour on the hour coordinated with holiday music.
Solvang Park Gazebo will be decorated and staged for Santa visits.
Window decorations – The Solvang Chamber will host a window decorating contest to encourage all
businesses to decorate their customer facing windows.
Schedule Overview
Overview of key events:
Nisse Adventure daily from – 11/26 - 12/31/22
Santa in Solvang Park
Saturday’s 12pm – 4pm 11/26, 12/3, 12/10, 12/17
Tree Lighting Ceremony
Friday, December 2, 2022 5pm – 6:30pm
Julefest Parade
Saturday, December 3, 2022 11am
Candlelight Tours – 5:30pm – 6:30pm
Friday’s – 12/9, 12/16, 12/23
Saturday’s – 12/3, 12/10, 12/17
Holiday Lights Tour (Parks & Rec)
Wednesday, December 14, 2022 – Two tours beginning at 6:30pm (tentatively scheduled)
Solvang Nativity Pageant
Saturday, December 10, 2022 5pm and 7pm (location TBD)
Solvang Tree Burn
Friday, January 6, 2023 at Mission Santa Inez
Additional events:
Danish Dancers – Saturday, December 17, 2022 – Jensen Square
Evening Carriage Rides – Solvang Trolley
Roving Carolers Friday & Saturday nights 12/3, 12/9, 12/10, 12/16, 12/17, 12/22, 12/23
Jazz Band Holiday Performance
Eat This! Shoot That! Holiday Tour
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Proposed new events:
Santa visits added on Sunday mornings in Solvang Park 11 – 3pm
Sunday’s 11am – 3pm 11/27, 12/4, 12/11, 12/18
Julefest Night Market in Solvang Park. – Wednesday Nights 5p – 8pm 12/7, 12/14, 12/21 featuring local
arts and crafts as well as carolers or a choir performing at the Gazebo
Holiday Light and Music show in Solvang Park starting 11/26 – 12/26 nightly 5pm – 9pm
Holiday Movies in the Park – Friday’s 12/9 and/or 12/16
Photo stops – 4 located in 4 locations from Alisal down to 5th. Repurposed photo stops from last year
where guests can stop and take holiday photo’s/selfies. (suggest adding Solvang and/or Julefest logo to
them for more marketing)
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Attachment B

Julefest 2022

December 2022

◄ Nov 2022

Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Nisse Adventure
11/26 – 12/31
Light & Music show daily
5pm – 9pm (on the hour)

1

Thu

2

Fri

Solvang Tree Lighting 5pm –
6:30pm

3

Julefest Parade 11am
Santa in the park 12pm-4pm
Village Carolers
Candlelight Tours 5pm

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

Santa in the park 11am – 3pm

Santa in the park 11am – 3pm

Santa in the park 11am – 3pm

Holiday Night Market 5p – 8pm

Holiday Night Market 5pm – 8pm
Holiday Lights Tour 6pm

Holiday Night Market 5pm – 8pm

Candlelight tours 5pm
Village Carolers
Holiday Movies in the Park?

Candlelight Tours 5pm
Village Carolers
Holiday Movies in the Park?

Candlelight Tour 5pm

Village Carolers
Holiday Movies in the Park?

Santa in the park 12pm-4pm
Candlelight Tours 5pm
Village Carolers
Solvang Nativity 5pm/7pm

Santa in the park 12pm-4pm
Danish Dancers
Candlelight Tours 5pm
Village Carolers

Christmas Eve

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Christmas Day

New Years Day

Solvang Tree Burn

Sat

New Years Eve
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